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In order to build on achievements in the area of human trafficking made by Washington State 
over the past few years and implement a comprehensive sex trafficking prevention policy, this 
paper recommends strengthening current legislative tools and addressing the underlying 
factors that contribute to commercial sexual exploitation in general.  The three policy themes 
include recommendations to: 1) fund the regional training of law enforcement officers in the 
application of current anti-trafficking laws, with a focus on targeting sex buyers; 2) utilize 
existing licensing requirements, zoning laws and legal codes to regulate or close down sex 
businesses posing as legitimate operations, such as illicit massage, bikini barista stands and strip 
clubs; and 3) through the implementation of a public health prevention approach, address an 
increasingly sexualized culture that has become a breeding ground for sexual violence and 
commercial sexual exploitation.  These recommendations also establish a structural and tactical 
framework to the four prevention strategies recently adopted by WA Engage based on 
community, state and national research: 1) promote sex trafficking prevention policy, 2) reduce 
the root causes of sexual exploitation, 3) educate the public to become actively engaged in sex 
trafficking prevention, and 4) protect youth from becoming targets of the commercial sex 
industry.   
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Introduction 

 While our State’s human trafficking laws celebrate having received a perfect score rating 

by Polaris Project1 and an A rating by Shared Hope International,2 the enactment of the legal 

framework is just the beginning. Continuous efforts to combat human trafficking are necessary 

and deserve attention. This work requires a multi-faceted approach in order to minimize the 

horrific damage to victims and the social cost on various systems that result from this crime.  

 For Washington Engage (WAE) and its community coalitions, our prevention of human 

trafficking mission will focus on four prevention strategies: Promote Policy, Reduce Root 

Causes, Educate the Public, and Protect Youth.3  

Policy Recommendation Themes 
This policy paper is a resource produced under the “Promote Policy” strategy. It is 

intended to complement the 2014 document produced by the Statewide Coordinating 

Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report (Legislative Report), requested by the 

Legislature in 2014. The following three policy themes correlate to several key concepts in 

the Legislative Report: training for law enforcement,4 a focus on root causes5 and the 

socio-ecological model public health prevention framework.6  Additional findings and 

recommendations in this paper expand the concepts mentioned in the Legislative Report.  

Furthermore, this paper also explores commercial sexual exploitation beyond typical “sex 

trafficking” transacted on the street or online.  

 Fund regional training to achieve enforcement of our state’s sex trafficking and 

commercial sexual exploitation (CSEC) laws statewide, especially training police 

for investigations that target buyers of sex.7 

“The Criminal Justice subcommittee [under the Coordinating Committee on Sex 

Trafficking] identified better and additional training... must be a central priority in 

promoting the use of existing [sex trafficking and CSEC] laws to initiate sustainable 

and viable investigations, prosecutions, and adjudications in all jurisdictions across 

the state.8”  

 

 

                                                           
1 Polaris Project is a national human trafficking organization that rates all 50 states’ human trafficking laws 

annually.  
2 Shared Hope International is also a national organization that addresses commercial sexual exploitation of children 

(CSEC). Their ratings focus on state laws related to CSEC.  
3 For a brief description of each prevention strategy, please go to Appendix I 
4 P. 33 of the Statewide Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report. 
5 P. 47 of the Statewide Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report.   
6 P. 37 of the Statewide Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report. 
7 End Demand laws were passed in our State in 2012. The model was originated in Sweden in 1999 where the law 

shifted to enhance penalties on buyers on the basis of gender equality.  The Swedish Model has been successful in 

shifting the social norm that “men will buy sex” to a reluctance to buy sex. Access http://esnoticia.co/noticia-8790-

swedens-prostitution-solution-why-hasnt-anyone-tried-this-before for a brief report.  
8 A quote from p. 35 of the Statewide Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report.  

http://esnoticia.co/noticia-8790-swedens-prostitution-solution-why-hasnt-anyone-tried-this-before
http://esnoticia.co/noticia-8790-swedens-prostitution-solution-why-hasnt-anyone-tried-this-before
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 Uncover how adult sexual businesses such as illicit massage, bikini barista stands, 

and strip clubs, promote commercial sexual exploitation. Current laws do not 

adequately address the coercion, violence, labor exploitation and sex trafficking 

violence inflicted on women who “work” in these establishments. Recommendations 

are based on common sense approaches learned from survivors, law enforcement, 

advisors and qualitative studies on survivors.  

“Attempts to make strip clubs safer for women have failed.” Melissa 

Farley, a well-known researcher on prostitution in her 

letter to the mayor of San Francisco.” 

 

 Address sexualization in our culture as one of the root causes to the rise of sexual 

violence and commercial sexual exploitation. Fund and/or encourage relevant 

agencies, colleges, and organizations to apply a socio-ecological public health approach 

to lower the risks of sexualization and the pornified culture to our children, adults and 

society.  

Researchers and youth workers are beginning to speak out on how the sexualized 

culture actually grooms our youth to become vulnerable to misplaced self-esteem, 

destructive behaviors, sexual exploitation, and even sex trafficking.9,10 

“We live in a culture in which our youth and adults are groomed 

to become perpetrators and victims,” Dr. Gail Dines at the 

Boston Public Health Approach to Porn and 

Trafficking  Conference in July, 2014. 

 

“When a social issue is affecting individuals or groups in ways 

beyond their capacity to correct, a public health approach is 

warranted so that we, as a society, may act collectively to  

assure the conditions in which people can be healthy.11 ” 

 

                                                           
9 “What are we doing to girls? The Early Sexualization Phenomenon and How Communities are Responding,” J.A. 

Smith and M. Wisman, New England Network for Child, Youth and Family Services, 2011. 
10 The American Psychological Association produced a report in 2004 that examines and summarizes psychological 

theory, research and clinical experience addressing the sexualization of girls. The report (a) defines sexualization; 

(b) examines the prevalence and provides examples of sexualization in society and in cultural institutions, as well as 

interpersonally and intra-psychically; (c) evaluates the evidence suggesting that sexualization has negative 

consequences for girls and for the rest of society; and (d) describes positive alternatives that may help counteract the 

influence of sexualization. 
11 Cordelia Anderson shared this statement at the Public Health Approach to Pornography and Trafficking held at 

the Wheelock College in Boston, July 2014. Anderson is an educator on healthy sexual relationships, and has 

worked as a consultant with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Center for Missing and 

Exploited Children. 

http://stoppornculture.org/2014/04/03/media-madness-the-impact-of-sex-violence-and-commercial-culture-on-children-adolescents-and-society-july-7-10-boston/
http://stoppornculture.org/2014/04/03/media-madness-the-impact-of-sex-violence-and-commercial-culture-on-children-adolescents-and-society-july-7-10-boston/
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I. Training is essential to statewide enforcement of laws 

A. Background and Findings:  

“The Criminal Justice subcommittee [under the Coordinating Committee on 

Sex Trafficking] identified better and additional training... must be a central 
priority in promoting the use of existing [sex trafficking and CSEC] laws to 
initiate sustainable and viable investigations, prosecutions, and 
adjudications in all jurisdictions across the state.12” 

 Enforcement of human trafficking laws is a challenge worldwide. Only a few WA State 

counties13 have successfully prosecuted trafficking cases using commercial sexual 

abuse of a minor, human trafficking and promoting prostitution.  

 Below are efforts for the  dissemination of state laws and training: 

o Per the Office of Crime Victims Advocacy, a summary of sex trafficking laws has 

been disseminated to law enforcement and prosecutors’ associations.  

o Washington law requires the Criminal Justice Training Center to offer training on 

human trafficking.  

 The Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking’s Legislative Report recommends a 

focus on the “provision of, and access to, training on sex trafficking laws, and their use 

in investigations and prosecutions.14”  

 This year, Washington Engage has had discussions with law enforcement and 

prosecutors in the eight regions where Washington Engage’s community coalitions are 

located. Their limited knowledge of our state’s sex trafficking laws and the 

investigative tools available to them, corroborated the Criminal Justice Subcommittee 

survey findings.15  

 One detective, who has been investigating sex trafficking cases actively for at least six 

years, was not aware of the specifics of sex trafficking laws passed in the last few years. 

For example, the detective was unaware of fines and asset forfeiture available to 

support continuous police investigation and victim services,16 and wire-tapping 

available for commercial sexual abuse of a minor (CSAM) investigations.  

                                                           
12 This is one of the primary recommendations by the Criminal Justice Subcommittee from the 2014 Coordinating 

Committee on Sex Trafficking Legislative Report (Legislative Report). Recommendations are developed based on 

an “online survey to law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges about the enforcement and 
implementation of relevant laws.” This report is available at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n8e7lusgzix00us/Commerce-Sex-Trafficking-Final-2014.pdf?dl=0  
13 Per discussions with Val Richey, Deputy Prosecutor in King County, the majority of these cases are prosecuted in 

King County.  
14 Recommendations reported in the 2014 Legislative Report) are developed based on an “online survey to law 
enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges about the enforcement and implementation of relevant laws.” 
15 Ibid, FN 12 
16 For most crimes, at least 50 percent of the revenue generated from these fines must be spent on prevention, 

including education programs for offenders, and rehabilitative services, including mental health and substance abuse 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n8e7lusgzix00us/Commerce-Sex-Trafficking-Final-2014.pdf?dl=0
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 An interview with Val Richey, Senior Deputy Prosecutor in King County, has the 

following recommendation on training: identify and fund an anti-trafficking education 

team.  This team, comprised of an experienced detective and a service provider, is to be 

charged with conducting regional trainings statewide as a more cost effective way to fill 

the training gap.  

Why Focus on Arresting Sex Buyers (the Swedish Model)?  

 In Sweden prostitution is regarded as an aspect of male violence against women and 

children. “It is officially acknowledged as a form of exploitation of women and 

children and constitutes a significant social problem... gender equality will remain 

unattainable so long as men buy, sell and exploit women and children by prostituting 

them.17” 

 The Swedish Model legislation has two prongs, where it a) criminalizes the buying of 

sex, and b) decriminalizes the selling of sex. 

 In the first two years after passing such laws in Sweden, it was found that police were 

not enforcing the law because they needed in-depth training and orientation. 

 In addition to the two-pronged legal strategy, a third and essential element of Sweden's 

prostitution legislation provides for ample and comprehensive social service funds 

aimed at helping any prostitute who wants to exit, and additional funds to educate the 

public on the harsh realities of prostitution.  

 Sweden's law enforcement has found that the prostitution legislation benefits them in 

dealing with all sex crimes, particularly in enabling them to virtually wipe out the 

organized crime element that plagues other countries where prostitution has been 

legalized or regulated.18  

King County selected as one of the 13 sites nationwide to test the Swedish Model 

 The Buyers Beware Initiative19is a locality approach funded by Demand Abolition20 to 

test the effectiveness of the Swedish Model here in the United States. Thirteen sites, 

including King County, were selected nationwide. 

 At the Buyers Beware Campaign launch event led by the King County Prosecuting 

Attorney Office’s (KCPAO) on October 15th 2014, it was clearly stated that our state 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

counseling, housing relief, and vocational training for survivors. Up to 48 percent of the fines must be used for local 

efforts to reduce the commercial sale of sex, including increased enforcement of existing laws. Finally, 2 percent of 

the revenue must be remitted to the Department of Commerce to be used for the agency’s Prostitution Prevention 

and Intervention Account. 
17 “Why hasn’t anyone tried this before?” http://justicewomen.com/cj_sweden.html  
18 Ibid, FN 17 
19 The Buyers Beware Initiative is “a partnership with eight different police departments and city attorney’s offices 

across King County who are shifting their emphasis to target sex buyers. The initiative is led by the Organization for 

Prostitution Survivors and the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office.” 

http://www.kingcounty.gov/Prosecutor/news/2014/october/prostitution.aspx  
20 Demand Abolition (www.DemandAbolition.org) aims to abolish the illegal commercial sex industry by 

eradicating demand for purchased sex.  

http://justicewomen.com/cj_sweden.html
http://www.kingcounty.gov/Prosecutor/news/2014/october/prostitution.aspx
http://www.demandabolition.org/
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does not need more laws to support the investigation and conviction of sex buyers.  

Adequate laws are in place, they simply need to be enforced.  

 Our state increased fines a) to $5,000 when buying sex from a minor; b) to $1,500 

when buying sex from a prostituted person age 18 and older. 

B. Recommendation: 

 Consult with experienced law enforcement officers and prosecutors on sex trafficking 

cases to fund new ways to offer training on trafficking laws, and the effective 

investigation and prosecution of sex trafficking crimes. Two ideas shared from 

Washington Engage’s discussions with law enforcement include two new concepts: 

o  Develop a small team to conduct regional training to make statewide training 

possible   

o Produce roll-call sex trafficking laws and investigation videos to support 

sustainable training and easy updates  

 Emphasize training and investigation that targets sex buyers for several practical 

reasons21,22: 

o Studies conducted by Demand Abolition and other researchers show that sex 

buyers are less likely to offend if the probability of arrest is high.  

o Arresting sex buyers is easier and more cost-effective than the arrest of traffickers 

who are often “professional” criminals. 

  

                                                           
21 Shively, M., McLaughlin, K, Durchslag, R., McDonough, et al, (August 2010).  Developing a National 

Action Plan for Eliminating Sex Trafficking. Final Report.   Chapter 5 – The Case for Focusing on Demand 
22 Ibid, FN 17 
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II. Adult sexual businesses (ASB) as cultivators of sex trafficking and exploitation 

Adult sexual businesses, by definition, are establishments typically known to offer illegal 

sex acts or prostitution, under the guise of legal businesses. Melissa Farley, keynote 

speaker for Washington Engage’s Anti-Trafficking Engagement Day in January of 2012, 

has written extensively on the exploitative and trafficking predicaments of women 

“working” in adult sexual businesses. In fact, sexual businesses are fraught with violence, 

degradation, exploitation and trafficking of mostly women and girls. Adult sexual 

businesses, legal or illegal, are places of both labor and sexual exploitation and even 

human trafficking  

Since our state has fairly sufficient criminal laws to combat typical and overt sex 

trafficking in the form of prostitution, Washington Engage’s policy development this year 

is directed toward exploitation and sex trafficking that occur under the guise of legal 

“businesses” or adult sexual businesses.  

Regulated vs. Unregulated Commercial Sexual Exploitation (CSE) 

Adult sexual businesses can be described more accurately as businesses of commercial 

sexual exploitation (CSE). There are regulated CSE businesses and unregulated CSE 

businesses.  

Regulated CSE businesses are primarily regulated by municipal ordinances through zoning 

and regulations to limit the “entertainment” to adult viewing only. Examples of regulated 

CSE businesses are strip clubs, adult bookstores or XXX theatres.  Unregulated CSE 

businesses are usually businesses offering services that are supposedly not sexual, but are 

well known to the general public as such. Examples of such establishments are illicit 

massage, bikini barista stands and escort services.  

Thus far, the rapid growth of illicit massage and bikini barista stands has caught policy 

makers by surprise and made it impossible for law enforcement to respond adequately by 

relying on the typical criminal justice approach. Policy makers are not sure how to legally 

and constitutionally respond.   

 The following sections will include fact findings for each category of CSE businesses, and 

policy recommendations that are rooted in a common sense approach.  
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1. Unregulated: Illicit massage establishments  

A. Findings:  

Illicit massage is well-known for harboring labor and sex trafficking in which mostly 

foreign nationals are trafficked or exploited to work long hours for little or no pay. Their 

“work” often includes offering sexual favors and/or sex acts. The WA State Legislature 

has tried to address this problem through the passage of HB 1133 in 201123 and SB 

610324 in 2012.  

 Advertisements by massage therapists require them to display a WA State license 

number. This legislation was passed under HB 1133 in 2011 to protect clients seeking 

massage therapy. In 2012, reflexology certifications issued by the Department of Health 

also began requiring the same display. Enforcement of this requirement is not clearly 

defined and lacks consequences for non-compliance. Therefore, this requirement only 

serves educated consumers looking for licensed massage practitioners. It has no 

deterrence effect on those who practice without a license.   

 High correlation of illicit massage to unlicensed owners and practitioners. Data 

collected from multiple site surveys and police raids25 in our State consistently indicate a 

high correlation between illicit massage businesses and ownership by unlicensed massage 

practitioners. (See Appendix II for a brief summary of police raids and site surveys.) In 

addition, these site surveys also uncovered additional suspicious patterns at questionable  

massage establishments: 

o Rapid transfer of ownership with insufficient record reporting to the relevant 

agencies, such as the Department of Licensing, Department of Revenue, 

Employment Security Department, etc. 

o Hasty opening and closure of suspicious “massage” establishments. 

o Out of state ownership is not uncommon. 

 Raids are costly to law enforcement: A recent raid of six allegedly illicit massage 

businesses in Yakima involved 30 officers from Yakima as well as personnel from the 

State’s Department of Health and the Federal Government’s Department of Homeland 

Security. Given the evidence that these businesses open and close rapidly while 

ownership turnover is frequent, the expense of numerous or repeated raids means 

mounting cost for law enforcement that are unaffordable and ineffective in reversing the 

rise of illicit massage establishments.   

                                                           
23 HB 1133 requires massage practitioners to include their license numbers on advertising and display a copy of 

their license or make it available upon request. RCW 18.108.040 
24 SB 6103 prohibited anyone from practicing reflexology or representing himself or herself as a reflexologist unless 

certified as a reflexologist or licensed by the health department as a massage practitioner. RCW 18.108  
25 Site surveys are conducted by Lavon Watson, an advisor to Washington Engage who is a retired police officer and 

a licensed massage therapist (LMP). Examples of a surveys are available at Appendix II 
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 Ownership of healthcare practices requires healthcare licensing: Washington State 

laws26 and case laws27 have established that healthcare practices can only be owned by 

licensed healthcare providers or licensed healthcare providers at a higher level of training. 

In our state, attorneys understand this requirement as the Corporate Practice Doctrine.28 

For example, chiropractic practices can host a massage therapist or a doctor’s office can 

host a physical therapist in-house.  

It is also a common practice for accountants and attorneys to advise their clients not to 

sell or purchase a healthcare practice to or from unlicensed owners based on their 

understanding of our state’s Corporate Practice Doctrine derived from case law. Some 

lines of healthcare, such as dentistry, have actual and specific language written in the 

RCW.29    

Since massage practitioners did not require a healthcare license from the state until the 

1970s, the language of ownership was not incorporated into the RCW. applicable to other 

lines of healthcare, and the common understanding that healthcare practice owners need 

to be licensed, have be applicable to massage practice ownership as well.   

  

                                                           
26 Per discussions with the WA State Dental Association (WSDA), the Department of Health supports that our State 

law requires that only licensed healthcare professionals can own healthcare practices. A document from the WSDA 

to the State Attorney General’s Office on August 26, 2013 referenced the following RCW sections to support this 

requirement: 18.32.020 (3), 18.32.091, and 18.100.050. This letter is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/q7wao0pi076rsco/wsda%201.jpg?dl=0  
27 “In a nutshell, non-licensed individuals may neither own nor profit from the services of a licensed learned 

professional.” A statement quoted from an opinion paper prepared by Jay Goldstein, Physical Therapy Association 

of Washington’s General Counsel, and Jason Zittel, Attorneys at Law. This document is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/sgj00jzpf0up1x3/PTWA%20Corp%20Prac.pdf?dl=0  
28 The Corporate Practice Doctrine is mentioned in the document cited in FN 27. 
29 RCW 18.32.020 (3) defines the practice of dentistry as including one who “owns, maintains, or operates an office 

for the practice of dentistry.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/q7wao0pi076rsco/wsda%201.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sgj00jzpf0up1x3/PTWA%20Corp%20Prac.pdf?dl=0
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B. Policy recommendations: 

Below are a few cost-effective ways to discourage illicit massage from entering our 

state, as well as producing low-cost ways to fine violators. 

 Require owners of massage practices to be licensed as healthcare practices:  

o Incorporate explicit language into our state law under RCW 18.108 requiring 

massage practice owners to have a Department of Health LMP license.   

o To make this requirement effective, it is imperative to include administrative 

procedures that verify DOH licensing for all owners at the Department of 

Licensing, both for business license application and renewal for massage 

practices.  

 Practice without a license is a gross misdemeanor offense enforced not by the 

Department of Health, but by municipal police and prosecutors.  

o Consider the City of Bellevue’s 10.06.090 (State massage practitioner license 

required – Violation is a misdemeanor).30    

o The police report and court findings of a 2013 case to which three defendants 

were convicted per this code.31 (See Appendix II   Illicit Massage Raids and Site 

Surveys)  

o Update the business license application/renewal requirement – business 

application and renewal for any establishment with language related to massage 

or foot massage should require the owner(s) show proof of license(s) issued by 

the Department of Health. 

 

 

  

                                                           
30 City of Bellevue’s 10.06.090: It shall be unlawful for any person to practice or represent himself or 

herself as a massage practitioner in the City of Bellevue without first applying for and receiving a license 

to practice from the State Department of Licensing pursuant to RCW 18.108.030. Failure to have a 

license as required by this section shall be a misdemeanor. 

To the extent authorized by RCW 18.108.190, city law enforcement personnel shall have the authority to 

inspect the premises of any business where massages are given. 

For purposes of this section, “massage” and “massage practitioner” shall have the meanings set forth in 

RCW 18.108.010. (Ord. 5622 § 2, 2005.)  

Accessed on 8.1.2014 at 

http://www.codepublishing.com/wa/bellevue/html/Bellevue10/Bellevue1006.html  
31 This case’s summary is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ofpqf5l6elnh72l/Bellevue%20Massage%20Case%20Summary.pdf?dl=0  

This case’s court document is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kn5brqwqsyso7vu/Bellevue%20Massage%20Case%20Court%20Document.

pdf?dl=0  
 

http://www.codepublishing.com/cgi-bin/rcw.pl?cite=18.108.030
http://www.codepublishing.com/cgi-bin/rcw.pl?cite=18.108.190
http://www.codepublishing.com/cgi-bin/rcw.pl?cite=18.108.010
http://www.bellevuewa.gov/Ordinances/Ord-5622.pdf
http://www.codepublishing.com/wa/bellevue/html/Bellevue10/Bellevue1006.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ofpqf5l6elnh72l/Bellevue%20Massage%20Case%20Summary.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kn5brqwqsyso7vu/Bellevue%20Massage%20Case%20Court%20Document.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kn5brqwqsyso7vu/Bellevue%20Massage%20Case%20Court%20Document.pdf?dl=0
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2. Unregulated: Bikini barista stands 

A. Findings:  
Bikini barista or “lingerie” stands are a Washington State-led phenomenon according to 

a reporter whose article was published in the Wall Street Journal on January 26, 2014. 

Police investigations led to the conviction of two Everett owners for promoting prostitution 

and the sexual exploitation of a minor. News outlets also uncovered alleged violations of 

labor regulations because the baristas are not paid a wage, and owners expect baristas to 

leave a set amount of tips (as rent) at the end of their shift. They also cited 

communities .are upset about the growth of these stands as they are accessible to minors 

and lewd conduct is visible on school bus routes.32 The WSJ report believed there are 

about 130 of such stands in many cities around the state. However, the number is likely 

more because there are at least 130 such stands in just the Seattle-Tacoma area per a bikini-

barista stand website (www.bikini-baristas.com ).  

 In-the-face (of children) and around street corners:  

o The video version of the WSJ article (above) reported how middle school students 

on a school bus in Spokane would lean over on the bus to view the scantily-dressed 

women when passing the stand.  

o “Detectives quickly learned the alleged criminal conduct could be seen by drivers 

and passersby,” the release said. “For the North Broadway stand, this included 

school children who could view the conduct at the stand on their way to and from the 

nearby middle school.33 

 Lewd conduct and prostitution cases:  

o The owner pleaded guilty to promoting prostitution.34 

o “The sales goals were effectively rent that the girls paid to have the opportunity to 

perform lewd conduct or acts of prostitution,” Hendrix wrote.35 

 Sexual exploitation of minor case: The owner who claimed to have a strict no tolerance 

policy was later convicted of sexual exploitation of a minor. “The Daily Herald reports 

that it took less than an hour for jurors to return their verdict against Grab-N-Go espresso 

owner Bill Wheeler Jr. following a 10-day trial. Prosecutors said he encouraged a 16-

year-old employee to expose herself to customers to get bigger tips.36” 

 

                                                           
32The Wall Street Journal reporter mentioned this incident in the interview. This interview is available 

only for subscribers of the WSJ.  
33 http://blogs.seattletimes.com/today/2013/03/everett-bikini-barista-stand-owners-arrested/ March 2013 
34 http://www.komonews.com/news/local/Prostitution-plea-in-barista-sex-case-in-Everett-

273621831.html?mobile=y&clmob=y&c=n   
35 http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140828/NEWS01/140829008  
36 http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140801/NEWS01/140809828/Bikini-coffee-stand-owner-guilty-of-

sexual-exploitation 

http://www.bikini-baristas.com/
http://is.gd/Nt9DmE
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/today/2013/03/everett-bikini-barista-stand-owners-arrested/
http://www.komonews.com/news/local/Prostitution-plea-in-barista-sex-case-in-Everett-273621831.html?mobile=y&clmob=y&c=n
http://www.komonews.com/news/local/Prostitution-plea-in-barista-sex-case-in-Everett-273621831.html?mobile=y&clmob=y&c=n
http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140828/NEWS01/140829008
http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140801/NEWS01/140809828/Bikini-coffee-stand-owner-guilty-of-sexual-exploitation
http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140801/NEWS01/140809828/Bikini-coffee-stand-owner-guilty-of-sexual-exploitation
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 Conducting adult sexual businesses: News coverage listed above and police search 

warrants37 support an undeniable reality of these stands, i.e., owners are operating adult 

sexual businesses that should be regulated by municipal zoning ordinances. The “coffee 

stand” is a pretext to populate the illegal operation of adult sexual businesses 

conveniently at strip malls and in every community in “Starbucks” style. Zoning bikini 

barista stands may trigger a constitutional challenge for those who “claim” their workers 

truly wear bikinis and no less.  

To truly differentiate the “bikini” stands from the “lewd conduct” stands will require 

costly police investigations, which is a virtual impossibility due to the rapid rise in the 

number of such establishments.  

 Evidence of labor exploitation:  

Baristas in these stands are not paid any wages while evidence is clear that owners 

control where, when, and how they work. Such evidence violates the IRS rules on 

independent contractors. In fact, owners most likely do not have any written contracts 

evidencing landlord tenancy or independent contractor relationships.   

o The baristas told police they weren't paid wages. Instead they kept any tips they 

made so long as there was $300 in the register at the end of each weekday or $150 

on the weekends.38 

o “The sales goals were effectively rent that the girls paid to have the opportunity to 

perform lewd conduct or acts of prostitution,” Hendrix wrote.39 

 Evidence of unsanitary operations: 

County health departments conduct inspections of these coffee stands by applying 

sanitary standards necessary to protect the safety of both consumers and workers. 

o Unsanitary operations based on health department inspection results 

 A review of bikini barista stand inspection reports from several counties indicate a  

pattern of “unsatisfactory” inspection results while little evidence is available to show 

further action by those health departments. See Appendix III   Snapshots of Bikini 

Barista Stands’ Health Inspection 

 Out of 22 bikini barista stands listed on Bikini-baristas.com, 72% (16 out of 22) have  

health code violations.  

 A random sample of bikini barista stands’ inspection in King County reflect similar 

patterns of unsatisfactory results.  

 

                                                           
37 An Affidavit for Search Warrant filed by the Everett Police in Snohomish County provides evidence that many of 

the baristas also work in adult dance clubs and escort services. This document is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/aljau63xaye6emb/141117_bikini_barista_search_warrant.pdf?dl=0  
38 http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20140801/NEWS01/140809828/Bikini-coffee-stand-owner-guilty-of-sexual-

exploitation 
39Ibid, FN 38. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/aljau63xaye6emb/141117_bikini_barista_search_warrant.pdf?dl=0
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o Risk to coffee stand workers who handle food and hot drinks 

 From the workers’ safety viewpoint, it would make sense to require suitable 

clothing to protect those who make and/or serve hot beverages in such coffee 

stands. This is especially important when they often work alone without others 

around to help in case of emergencies.  A 1994 lawsuit against McDonalds 

awarded $2.86 million to a customer who was burned by the hot coffee.40 

o Risk to consumers when food service workers’ clothing lacks protection to 

ensure food safety during handling  
 Common sense informs us that food service workers should be properly clothed to 

protect food from the workers’ body. Food service workers wearing bikinis or 

anything less is unhygienic.  

 

B. Policy recommendations: 

Findings noted above indicate that bikini barista stands are practically impossible to regulate 

through zoning because they claim that baristas wear bikinis. Relying on costly police 

investigations is also impractical or impossible due to the resources required and the prolific 

number of such stands. Targeting labor law violations and the health and sanitary concerns are the 

most practical ways for the state to intervene and possibly end this type of unregulated adult sexual 

business. The State Legislature could instruct the proper state agency to review the following:  

 Regulate coffee stand workers through L&I and health codes: to protect consumers and 

workers, it makes sense to require restaurant or food service workers handling hot drinks 

to wear clothing that fully covers the worker’s torso down to the knees. This is the 

Starbucks standard for their workers.  

 For the protection of consumers at food service facilities, it is prudent for the state to 

require sanitary standards for food service workers to limit the possibility that body hair 

and sweat contaminate food served.  

Enacting the two recommendations above will, at a minimum, force bikini barista stand 

owners to abandon the barista stand cover. They may operate “lingerie modeling” 

businesses behind closed doors, but these would not operate in such high numbers and so 

overtly to the general public as the coffee stands.  

 

  

                                                           
40 Liebeck vs. McDonald’s Restaurant, P.T.S., Inc., No. D-202 CV-93-02419, 1995 WL 360309 (Bernalillo County, 

N.M. Dist. Ct. August 18, 1994).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westlaw
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernalillo_County
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N.M._Dist._Ct.
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3. Regulated: Live Entertainment (Strip Clubs or Gentlemen’s Club)  

A. Background and Findings:  
Strip clubs are legal sexual businesses supported by constitutional rulings, and can be 

regulated through municipal zoning ordinances, 41 which tend to focus on the secondary 

effects to property value and crimes related to these establishments.  

However, this ruling has misled us to focus on the secondary effects of these businesses, 

which are “crime prevention, protection of retail trade, maintenance of property values and 

the protection of the quality of life.” Little or no consideration has been given to the primary 

harm and exploitation to dancers who “work” in these establishments. These women are the 

ones who “produce” the products customers come for, but they are severely exploited in 

many ways.  

 

Codes related to regulating the types of “services” offered, such as no lap dances and barriers 

between the stage and patrons, are often violated or ignored. In fact, the general public has no 

knowledge of the level of threats, exploitation, and coercion inflicted on dancers by 

managers and patrons. In addition, the work conditions and labor relationship of dancers to 

the club would qualify them as victims of labor exploitation, at a minimum, according to 

qualitative studies produced by former dancers and researchers. 42  

 

Myths vs. Realities 

Myths: 

 A viable and lucrative job option for women and even men  

 Empowering for women to express themselves through exotic dancing in a safe job 

and protected environment  

 Freedom to choose when and where they work because of the independent contractor 

status 

 A good paying job for women working through college 

 A fun adult entertainment venue and a “must” for bachelor or even bachelorette 

parties 

 

Realities:  

 Strip-clubs can turn acts of violence against women into entertainment and a business 

enterprise for the benefit of owners and customers who are mostly men.   

 Male customers, managers, staff, and owners use diverse methods of harassment, 

manipulation, exploitation, and abuse to control female strippers.   

                                                           
41 City of Renton vs. Playtime Theatre, US Supreme Court case, 1985. Please access 

http://www.oyez.org/cases/1980-1989/1985/1985_84_1360  for case summary.  
42 Source documents: “Strip Club According to Strippers: Exposing Work Place Sexual Violence,” Kelly Holsopple, 

1998; “Addressing Misconceptions: Stripping,” Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation;  

http://www.oyez.org/cases/1980-1989/1985/1985_84_1360
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 The age of entry into stripping ranged from fifteen to twenty-three years old, some 

report as young as age 13; undocumented immigrants and runaways are among the 

women who enter stripping. 

 Most dancers admit they take drugs or drink before stripping; they disconnect or 

disassociate in order to perform 

 

a. Dancers’ independent contractor status is an illusion and a violation of workers’ 

rights  
Dancers working in strip clubs are denied the protection normally rendered to workers 

because they are independent contractors, not employees. The following is evidence 

showing how the dancers’ independent contractor relationship is a myth and a violation 

of law.  

 Enormous control by owners and managers: dancers do not choose their work 

hours or where they work per independent contractors. In fact, owners and 

managers dictate the moves dancers perform on stage, the hours they have to work 

and when they get to leave.  

 Stage fee upfront as rent: dancers have to pay a stage fee every night upfront 

before they can make money from patrons’ tips. Some consider that equivalent to 

hair-dressers paying rent to salon owners, but the relationship is clearly exploitative. 

Dancers are often mandated to pay 40-50% of their tips to managers and DJs. 

Dancers’ earnings are totally dependent on meeting customers’ demand for 

whatever acts they want, so they can earn enough tips to have something left for 

themselves. 

 IRS independent contractor and employer relationship definitions: people 

performing services in various professions and trades can be classified in either of 

these two relationships with owners, and their status depends on the facts of each 

case.43  

o The IRS general rule for independent contractor: if the payer has the “right to 

control or direct only the result of the work and not what will be done and how 

it will be done.” 

o The IRS general rule for an employer relationship: if the services performed 

“can be controlled by an employer (what will be done and how it will be done). 

This applies even if you are given freedom of action. What matters is that the 

employer has the legal right to control the details of how the services are 

performed.” 

 The independent contractor relationship of dancers is an illusion and a 

violation of law. In fact, the violation rises to the level of labor exploitation in light 

of the emotional, sexual and physical abuse these dancers endure. Post-traumatic 

                                                           
43 Independent contractor definition per the IRS. Accessed on 11/19/14 at http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Small-

Businesses-&-Self-Employed/Independent-Contractor-Defined  

http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Small-Businesses-&-Self-Employed/Independent-Contractor-Defined
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Small-Businesses-&-Self-Employed/Independent-Contractor-Defined
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stress disorder is a common condition dancers develop from such abuses by patrons 

and owners/managers who control them.  

 At a hearing before the Pierce Public Safety Committee in June 2014, the testimony 

of a former dancer in Pierce stated that it took her several years of counseling to 

deal with the PTSD after merely working for nine months in this business. 

 Workers compensation is denied them due to the illusory independent contractor 

status. Government agencies such as Labor and Industries, and Employment 

Security should have oversight of dancers who deserve protection and workers’ 

rights. If the IRS were to audit this employment relationship, such owners would 

most likely owe workers compensation together with federal and state government 

taxes. Like human trafficking victims, most dancers are ignorant of the law or are 

afraid or ashamed to speak up for themselves. Unfortunately, social attitudes and 

myths around adult entertainment dancers have misled the public, including 

government agencies and leaders, to ignore the harsh realities these women endure. 

 

b. Commercial sexual exploitation or sexual violence is routine or expected 
“Attempts to make strip clubs safer for women have failed,” Melissa Farley, 

Executive Director of Prostitution Research and Education, in a memo to San 

Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom in 2008.  

 

Studies and personal testimonies of strip club dancers, including managers, throughout 

the last two decades all corroborate and consistently support the incidence of sexual 

violence and exploitation in the adult entertainment industry.44,45 In fact, a reasonable 

person who examines these testimonies can no longer support the common myths of 

empowerment or the practice of hosting bachelors’ parties in these establishments. 

Examples of such common code violations include sexual assault, threats to the safety of 

dancers, prostitution/sex trafficking and even human trafficking: 

 Lap dancing, though illegal according to most ordinances, is expected of dancers. 

 Private rooms with couches and beds for illegal activities are common in these clubs. 

 Managers and owners often coerce or threaten dancers into illegal activities with 

patrons and themselves. 

 Recruitment by manipulation, threats, and debt are common practices that break 

down a dancer’s self-respect and inhibit their ability to guard against sexual assault 

and violence. 

 Foreign nationals are trafficked into these establishments, according to the Polaris 

Project.46  

 Drugs are available for dancers to numb them through their work hours. 

                                                           
44 Ibid, FN 42 
45 A former strip club dancer who only worked for nine months in Pierce and another location provided a testimony 

before the Pierce County Public Safety Committee in June 2014. This testimony is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/bq99755wb7ku8gt/A%20Former%20Tacoma%20Dancer%27s%20Testimony.pdf?dl=0   
46 Polaris Project - http://www.polarisproject.org/human-trafficking/sex-trafficking-in-the-us/hostessstrip-clubs 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/bq99755wb7ku8gt/A%20Former%20Tacoma%20Dancer%27s%20Testimony.pdf?dl=0
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 Dancers are often stalked or sexually assaulted by patrons and other workers. 

 Municipal ordinances are consistently violated and management encourages or 

coerces the dancers into violations.  

 Dancers’ relationships with the club is all consuming, i.e., not flexible as portrayed as 

a part-time job for young women working through college. Their working hours are 

often long and late, which causes fatigue. 

 The Pierce County Public Safety Committee has prepared a “Finding of Facts” 

document citing multiple studies and testimonies gathered on the secondary effects of 

adult entertainment and evidence of harm to dancers.47  

 

B. Policy recommendations: 

 State Law: 

It is in the interest of the state to protect workers being denied protection from 

exploitative owners/managers. Potential violation of the independent contractor IRS 

rule is a legitimate entry-point to develop rules or legislation that affords the basic 

labor rights and protections to these dancers, many of whom endure mental and 

physical damage as a direct consequence of work place abuses.  

 

 Municipal ordinance: 

o At a minimum, business license application and renewal for workers and owners 

of adult entertainment clubs should require a simple test, similar to the driving 

written test, to ensure complete understanding of the codes and consequences of 

non-compliance.  

o Mandates sexual/physical assault and trafficking prevention training and resources 

are provided to dancers, owners and all workers in sexual businesses.  

o Requires visible assault and trafficking alert and hotline signage at these 

establishments to facilitate the reporting of crimes, and act as a deterrent to patrons 

and owners/managers.48  

 

** On September 30th 2014, the Pierce County Public Safety Committee passed 

codes requiring training and signage to protect dancers from sexual assault and 

trafficking.49   

  

 

  

                                                           
47 This document is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gu2jxp0045o7hb6/Findings%20of%20fact%20on%20strip%20clubs%27%20crimes.pd

f?dl=0  
48 Alerting potential abusers to consequences of their actions worked extremely well in domestic violence. 

49 The resolution and codes are available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/lu5zgb87v0t99b4/R2014-

96%20ExA.pdf?dl=0 and https://www.dropbox.com/s/1p38ni6dtgvgkid/2014-64-1.pdf?dl=0  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gu2jxp0045o7hb6/Findings%20of%20fact%20on%20strip%20clubs%27%20crimes.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gu2jxp0045o7hb6/Findings%20of%20fact%20on%20strip%20clubs%27%20crimes.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/lu5zgb87v0t99b4/R2014-96%20ExA.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/lu5zgb87v0t99b4/R2014-96%20ExA.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1p38ni6dtgvgkid/2014-64-1.pdf?dl=0
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III. Address a root cause: Sexualization in Culture  

A. Background and Finding 
The prevention of human trafficking has been a nebulous term to many, while most 

prevention efforts have focused on simply raising awareness. Addressing root causes is 

a key component of human trafficking prevention according to the Colorado Project’s 

National Report published in 2013.50  The Coordinating Committee on Sex Trafficking 

Legislative Report published December 2014,51 also included focusing “on root causes 

in trafficking awareness” as one of the many prevention recommendations. i52 This 

Report’s list of root causes includes “poverty, racism, sexism, homophobia, and 

violence against women and children.”  

Sexualization as a Root Cause of Sex Trafficking and Exploitation 

Researchers and youth workers are beginning to speak out on how the 

sexualized culture actually grooms our youth to become vulnerable to 

misplaced self-esteem, destructive behaviors, sexual exploitation, and 

even sex trafficking.53 A national study54 supports how early 

sexualization has negative effects on girls in a variety of domains; 

including cognitive functioning, physical and mental health, sexuality, 

social attitudes and beliefs. The constant exposure to narrow and 

unattainable ideals of female sexual attractiveness has negatively 

impacted adult attitudes, beliefs and relationship commitments.  

Sexualized culture not only grooms our youth to become susceptible 

prey to traffickers, it is driving up the market for younger and 

younger children.  Children and adults are schooled into believing 

that sexual objectification is the way to find love, popularity, and 

value.  Undirected objectification can lead to porn addiction, rape, or 

exploitative sex.  If social grooming is a very real threat to young 

people, then society must sidestep the “morality” stigma and engage 

this root cause of sex trafficking. In fact, cultural grooming through 

                                                           
50 This National Report was prepared by the Laboratory to Combat Human Trafficking, and is available at 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dlnckutwuutc9jv/COLORADO_PROJECT_NATIONAL_SURVEY_REPORT_2013_F

INAL.pdf?dl=0  
51 Report prepared by the Office of Crime Victims Advocacy after multi-sector organizations participated in 

committee meetings and offered recommendations.  
52 Recommendations listed in the Report under FN 51 under “Training and Awareness”   
53“What are we doing to girls? The Early Sexualization Phenomenon and How Communities are Responding,” J.A. 

Smith and M. Wisman, New England Network for Child, Youth and Family Services, 2011. 
54 The American Psychological Association produced a report in 2004 that examines and summarizes psychological 

theory, research and clinical experience addressing the sexualization of girls. The report (a) defines sexualization; 

(b) examines the prevalence and provides examples of sexualization in society and in cultural institutions, as well as 

interpersonally and intra-psychically; (c) evaluates the evidence suggesting that sexualization has negative 

consequences for girls and for the rest of society; and (d) describes positive alternatives that may help counteract the 

influence of sexualization.  

 

“When a social issue is 

affecting individuals or 

groups in ways beyond 

their capacity to correct, a 

public health approach 

is warranted so that we, 

as a society, may act 

collectively to assure the 

conditions in which 

people can be healthy,” 

Cordelia Anderson, 

author of a “must read” 

booklet called The Impact 

of Pornography on 

Children, Youth, and 

Culture.   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dlnckutwuutc9jv/COLORADO_PROJECT_NATIONAL_SURVEY_REPORT_2013_FINAL.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dlnckutwuutc9jv/COLORADO_PROJECT_NATIONAL_SURVEY_REPORT_2013_FINAL.pdf?dl=0
http://bookstore.nearipress.org/index.php/books/adolescents-children/the-impact-of-pornography-on-children-youth-and-culture.html
http://bookstore.nearipress.org/index.php/books/adolescents-children/the-impact-of-pornography-on-children-youth-and-culture.html
http://bookstore.nearipress.org/index.php/books/adolescents-children/the-impact-of-pornography-on-children-youth-and-culture.html
http://bookstore.nearipress.org/index.php/books/adolescents-children/the-impact-of-pornography-on-children-youth-and-culture.html
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sexualization is “affecting individuals or groups in ways beyond their capacity to correct.55” 

 

o  “A prevention framework, based upon a public health model to stop violence and 

exploitation from occurring, should be employed to reduce the demand for sex trafficking 

and prostitution.56” 

o Trafficking awareness should  focus on root causes which include “poverty, racism, 

sexism, homophobia, and violence against women and children.” 

o Socio-ecological model, a public health approach which addresses root causes and aims 

to stop harm from occurring in the first place (primary prevention).  This model describes 

four levels at which violence and exploitation can occur:  individual, relationship, 

community, and societal factors that put people at risk for both experiencing or 

perpetrating violence and exploitation. . The socio-ecological model has been used 

effectively to address domestic violence, and is currently the prevention framework for 

the Division of Violence Prevention, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.57 

 

 

B. Policy Recommendations 

 The prevention of sexual exploitation and trafficking should be given equal priority as the 

protection of victims and survivors.   

  In order to address the hyper-sexualized culture’s harm to children, adults and society, and 

its correlation to victim grooming and the perpetration of sex crimes, funding policy study 

and efforts to develop a socio-ecological public health approach is promising.   

  

                                                           
55 Cordelia Anderson shared this statement at the Public Health Approach to Pornography and Trafficking held at 

the Wheelock College in Boston, July 2014. Anderson is an educator on healthy sexual relationships, and has 

worked as a consultant with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Center for Missing and 

Exploited Children.  
56 One of the key findings under Demand Reduction per the Report under FN 51 
57 Dahlberg LL, Krug EG. Violence-a global public health problem. In: Krug E, Dahlberg LL, Mercy JA, Zwi AB, 

Lozano R, eds. World Report on Violence and Health. Geneva, Switzerland: World Health Organization; 2002:1–56 
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Appendix I   WAE’s Four Prevention Strategies 
 

Four Strategies to Prevent Human Trafficking…  

through a Network of Community Coalitions 

 

 
PROMOTE POLICIES 

 Policy and law change the general public’s response to human trafficking, especially 

toward victims and survivors. We promote the development and enforcement of laws with state 

and municipal governments, as well as training and prevention policies in both the public and 

private sectors. 

 

REDUCE ROOT CAUSES 

 Sexualization of youth, according to our recent studies, is highly correlated to the rise of 

sex trafficking. In 2015, we will address “cultural grooming” to reduce the demand for 

commercial sex and the vulnerability of our youth.  

 

EDUCATE THE PUBLIC 

 Language shapes behavior; education informs action. In order to help the public 

understand the realities of human trafficking in our communities, we raise awareness of the issue 

and mobilize the public so that communities are actively engaged in human trafficking 

prevention. 

 

PROTECT YOUTH  

 Youth are the target of the commercial sex industry. We partner with schools by offering a 

program to train youth to protect themselves from becoming a victim of sex trafficking or 

becoming a potential buyer. 
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Appendix II   Illicit Massage Raids and Site Surveys 

By Lavon M. Watson, L.M.P. 

Redmond P.D. Retired 
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Appendix III   Snapshots of Bikini Barista Stands’ Health Inspection 
 

Evidence of Health Department Violations in Pierce County  

● Out of 22 bikini barista stands listed on Bikini-baristas.com, 72% (16 out of 22) 

have health code violations. (see pages 28-29) 

● A random sample of bikini barista stands’ inspection in King County reflect 

similar patterns of unsatisfactory results (see pages 30-33) 

 

 Examples in Pierce County: 

● Bikini Bottom Espresso- Puyallup, WA   

Routine Inspection- F&CS 03/20/2014 

0600 PREVENTING CONTAMINATION BY HANDS       

Adequate hand washing facilities.      

4200 UTENSILS, EQUIPMENT, AND VENDING       

Food-contact surfaces maintained, cleaned, sanitized.      

Routine Inspection- F&CS 03/12/2013 

0600 PREVENTING CONTAMINATION BY HANDS       

Adequate hand washing facilities.      

Routine Inspection-F&CS 05/31/2012 

0600 PREVENTING CONTAMINATION BY HANDS       

Adequate hand washing facilities. 

 

 Baristas- Tacoma, WA 

Routine Inspection- F&Cs  08/28/2014 

0200 DEMONSTRATION OF KNOWLEDGE       

Food Worker Cards current for all food workers; new food workers trained.    

0600 PREVENTING CONTAMINATION BY HANDS       

Adequate hand washing facilities.      

2120 POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FOOD TIME/TEMPERATURE     

 Proper cold holding temperatures.(10 points if over 45�F)      

4200 UTENSILS, EQUIPMENT, AND VENDING       

Food-contact surfaces maintained, cleaned, sanitized.      

Routine Inspection- F&CS 09/24/2013 

0200 DEMONSTRATION OF KNOWLEDGE       

Food Worker Cards current for all food workers; new food workers trained.    
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0600 PREVENTING CONTAMINATION BY HANDS       

Adequate hand washing facilities.      

3400 PROTECTION FROM CONTAMINATION       

Wiping cloths properly used, stored.      

3700 PROPER USE OF UTENSILS       

In-use utensils: properly stored.      

4200 UTENSILS, EQUIPMENT, AND VENDING       

Food-contact surfaces maintained, cleaned, sanitized.      

4300 UTENSILS, EQUIPMENT, AND VENDING       

Non-food contact surfaces maintained and clean.   

    

● Hot Chick a Latte- Puyallup, WA 

Routine Inspection- F&CS 02/19/2014 

3400 PROTECTION FROM CONTAMINATION       

Wiping cloths properly used, stored.      

Routine Inspection- F&CS 02/19/2013 

0200 DEMONSTRATION OF KNOWLEDGE       

Food Worker Cards current for all food workers; new food workers trained.      

2120 POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FOOD TIME/TEMPERATURE     

 Proper cold holding temperatures.(10 points if over 45�F)      

2200 POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FOOD TIME/TEMPERATURE       

Accurate thermometer provided and used to evaluate temperature of PHF.      

2500 CHEMICAL       

Toxic substances properly identified, stored, used.      
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 A random sample of Bikini Barista Health Code Inspections in King County 
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Sources: 

o Tacoma Pierce County Health Department: 

http://www.decadeonline.com/main.phtml?agency=tac 

o King County Health Department: 

http://info.kingcounty.gov/health/ehs/foodsafety/inspections/search.aspx 

o www.Bikini-Baristas.com 

-Bikini-Baristas.com is a website created by two individuals who have gathered names 

and addresses for every bikini and/or lingerie coffee stand in Washington State. The 

list is not complete; however, it is continuously updated. 

 

                                                           
i  

http://www.decadeonline.com/main.phtml?agency=tac
http://www.bikini-baristas.com/

